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THE INTERNATIONAL HYDROGRAPHIC DISTRICT OF THE SCHELDT

Scheldt district:
L: 350 km
S: 36,416 km²
Pop: 12,8 Mil
Density >550 hab/km²
6 “Scheldt states”:
For a permanent and long term transnational cooperation, 1st tool = A treaty, flexible and adapted to local politics

6 parties
A tool to speak the same language:

Homogeneous monitoring network

- Small -35 param
- Yearly rapports
- Trust: multi-party
- International indicator

[Map showing locations such as Vlissingen, Hansweert, Schaar van O, Terneuzen, Vleuglin, Melle, Zingem, Warcoing, Pottes, Bléharies, Fresnes, Vieux-Condé, Eswars, and others, along with a water droplet and cartoon character.]
Visual tool: Internet cartographic site

- Attractive
- Clear
- Short
- Professionnal
- Links to documents

- and one of the best indicator of international coordination
To get more implication from the parties: european projects like Interreg IVB -AMICE or Scaldwin project

- Further financement
- Further procedure (strict agenda, reporting, actions)

= more cohesion, more active participation.